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“Coney Island’s Favorite Son”
Cover Design by Heli Swensson and Dan Marcus.
The photographs we have of Lawrence Ferlinghetti capture a man,
a time, and a place. We see him in raw, unvarnished moments—
reading his poetry to an audience transfixed, standing in the doorway
of his bookstore that was as legendary as he was, or sharing a
convivial moment with his Beat Generation compadres. But for this
cover, Heli Swenson and I wanted to show, not Ferlinghetti in his
world, but the world that was in Ferlinghetti. The title of his most
famous work, A Coney Island of the Mind, suggested a suitable
backdrop. And whereas most images associated with the great poet
are in black and white—evoking the gritty, literary, street-centric life
of the Beats—we can assess from Ferlinghetti’s work that his inner
life was in vibrant living color.
- Dan Marcus

AMASS is published by the Society For Popular Democracy

and AMASS Press, 10920 Wilshire Boulevard Suite 150, Los
Angeles, CA 90024. Web: www.amassmagpress.com. Email:
amassmag@aol.com. Subscriptions: $16 for individuals within
the US, $20 outside these areas; $50 for institutions within the
US, $60 outside. Single copy: $4.95. Back issues available on
website. Visuals furnished by the authors. Authority to reprint
articles must be sought from publisher. Manuscripts should
be submitted in duplicate and will not be returned without a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. Editorial address: 1243 W.
13th Street, San Pedro, CA 90731. Thanks to Anne Kelly, Kristy
Salsbury, and Caesar Sereseres for their support. Vb. AMASS,
to cultivate, preserve, activate, gather together, socialize,
cancel alienation. Distributed by Ubiquity, New York; Angel City,
Santa Monica, CA; and Ingram. Member IPA. Indexed in MLA;
Alternative Press Index; Ebsco; Cengage, ProQuest. Copyright
© 2021 by Society For Popular Democracy. ISSN 0193-5798d
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that the Beat Generation provided the roots of both the
1960s radicalization and the counterculture. The Beats
had a smaller audience, including only the most alienated
teenagers throughout the nation who were ready to go on the
road even if this meant dropping out of school.
In less than a decade, hundreds of thousands
would attend “be-ins” or peace demonstrations inspired
by the same sentiments found in works such as Lawrence
Ferlinghetti’s A Coney Island of the Mind, a collection of
poems that was likely to be found on any bookshelf next
to works by Ginsberg, Kerouac, or Burroughs. Ferlinghetti
explained that the book’s title comes from a phrase found
in Henry Miller’s Into the Night Life. Miller, of course, was
godfather to the Beat Generation just as the Beats were to
the 60s radicals and hippies. The first page electrifies me as
much as it did when I first read it around fifty years ago:

awrence Ferlinghetti was the kind of national poet
laureate we really deserved but never officially got.
Since he lived to the age of 101, it might occur to
you that poetry and radical politics are good for
your health. As a seminal figure of the international literary
In Goya’s greatest scenes we seem to see
scene, Ferlinghetti’s legacy is still going strong as are a
the people of the world
number of other poets whom he published and championed,
exactly at the moment when
including Gary Snyder, Michael
they first attained the title of
McClure, Amiri Baraka, Daisy
‘suffering humanity’
Zamora, Kamau Daood, Anne
They writhe upon the page
Waldman, and of course Allen
in a veritable rage
Ginsberg. Ferlinghetti famously
of adversity
risked prison time for publishing
Heaped up
Ginsberg’s Howl and Other Poems
groaning with babies and bayonets
back in 1956 under the auspices
under cement skies
of City Lights Books, an offshoot
in an abstract landscape of blasted
of the bookstore he and Peter
trees
Martin had launched a few years
bent statues bats wings and beaks
earlier, though the only person to
slippery gibbets
spend time in jail was Shig Murao.
cadavers and carnivorous cocks
Shig sold the offending volume
and all the final hollering monsters
to undercover San Francisco vice
of the
cops while Ferlinghetti was out of
‘imagination of disaster’
town.
they are so bloody real
It is almost impossible
it is as if they really still existed
to exaggerate the importance of
bookstores like City Lights and
After graduating from high
George Whitman’s Shakespeare
school in 1969, I made a road trip
and Company in the 1950s.
to San Francisco with another
Shakespeare and Company opened
high school friend who owned a
in Paris around the time that
van. We didn’t take the interstate
– Richard Modiano
Ferlinghetti was working on a PhD
but drove from Los Angeles on
at the Sorbonne. After coming back
Highway 101. We didn’t have to
to the United States, he decided to open a store with Peter say it to each other, but we were sure we were reliving the
Martin modeled on Whitman’s, paying homage to it by Dean Moriarty-Sal Paradise experience in our own modest
putting up a sign, “Shakespeare and Company,” just above way. I considered living in San Francisco and writing poetry.
“City Lights” and right above the front door. In the mid-50s, This was at a time when the cruel realities of the job market
the paperback revolution was gathering strength and people had not yet forced young people down the maws of law or
like Ferlinghetti and Martin were in the vanguard, placing business school.
titles by New Directions and Grove Press on their shelves,
It was not, however, too soon for the crueler reality
as well as those of publishers even more on the cutting edge. of the Vietnam War that made me hightail it to college and
Many aspiring young poets and radicals made try for a draft deferment. It didn’t take long for me to become
pilgrimages to City Lights to check out the latest books a political as well as a cultural radical. I only wish that the
and magazines. They bought their Kerouac, Ginsberg, political path I followed had been closer to Ferlinghetti’s
Burroughs, and Diane di Prima there, as well as Barney anarchism that was much more on native grounds, as Albert
Rosset’s Evergreen Review. Ferlinghetti stated emphatically Kazin once put it.

...the Beat

Generation

provided the roots

of both

the 1960s

radicalization

and the

counterculture.
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Years later I would discover that people like
Ferlinghetti and Kenneth Rexroth, whose anarchist
Buddhist-oriented show on KPFA had influenced him, were
members of a tradition that both preceded and lay outside
the Marxist orthodoxy of the CPUSA variety. With the Bay
Area serving as a long-standing hotbed for anarchism and
pacifism, it is not a stretch to say that the “San Francisco
Renaissance” strand of the Beat Generation was a critical
link between the Beats and the 60s counterculture. Indeed,
Lew Hill, the founder of the Pacifica Network, had spent
time doing alternative service as a conscientious objector
during WWII.
Ferlinghetti joined the navy before WWII and
found himself part of numerous large-scale landing forces,
including the one that arrived in Japan right after the
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Under conditions of
non-existent security, he found his way to Nagasaki and was
appalled by what he saw. Every building had been leveled
to the ground and the severed limbs of the dead could be
seen everywhere protruding from the rubble. From that
moment on, he was a pacifist driven by the same sense of
humanity that drew Howard Zinn to pacifism after seeing
the destruction he had wrought as an air force bombardier.
I can honestly say that Lawrence made us what we
are today.
Richard Modiano is a native of Los Angeles. From 2010 to 2019, he
served as executive director of Beyond Baroque Literary/Arts Center.
During that period he produced and curated hundreds of literary events.
Richard is a rank-and-file member of the Industrial Workers of the World
and the editor/publisher of the Moon & Sun Review. In 2019, he was
elected vice president of the California State Poetry Society. [see AMASS
issue 70 for a full-length interview with Richard.]
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Lawrence Ferlinghetti is Dead, Long Live Lawrence Ferlinghetti!
Howling Allen Ginsberg
got shot out of history’s atomic canon
and never stopped flying
Ferlinghetti prints the poem as news hysterical naked
and gets busted for publishing obscene odes
the law fought the poem and the poem won
without this greeting at such great beginning
there would be no Beat Generation heard ‘round the world
and I would have descended a very different staircase
and would not know my wife
nor most all my friends
Ferlinghetti climbs down from the gaunt tree of war
and with his poet’s eye sees fists of Hiroshima and Nagasaki blossoms
shadowboxing in the dark and declares god
a fraternity of one hung up on eternity
a frightened lonely child
pissing himself
the poet’s dog lifting his leg knows
that democracy is deconstructionist porn
for masturbating objectivists
and as of this writing
the poet himself has shed his bony skin
and is no longer making this carnival scene
and from those of us here
still snapping in ripe time
most gratefully and lovingly we bid you
good night sweet paperback prince
may choirs of scat seraphim
sing thee to thy authentic angel headed rest
everything ends lost and found
as rebirth and revolutionary wonder
Oh, man!
– S.A. Griffin
2/27/21
S.A. Griffin is the author of Dreams Gone Mad with Hope and co-editor of The Outlaw Bible of American Poetry.
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INSURRECTION,
OR MENACING
MASHUP OF
MISRECOGNITION?

event in October 1967, a few months before the group was
officially formed on December 31, 1967. He proclaimed
that the seminal strategy was to levitate the Pentagon: “We
will dye the Potomac red, burn the cherry trees, panhandle
embassies, attack with water pistols, marbles, bubble
gum wrappers, bazookas, girls will run naked and piss on
the Pentagon walls, sorcerers, swamis, witches, voodoo,
warlocks, medicine men and speed freaks will hurl their
magic at the faded brown walls” (Katie Mettier, “The
Day the Anti-Vietnam War Protesters Tried to Levitate the
Pentagon,” Washington Post, 10/19/2017).
Jerry Rubin claimed that a new kind of protester
o h n
a n e
surfaced at this event, a hybrid of New Left and hippie, one
he mob that swarmed the capitol on January 6 was uncomfortable with normal SDS politics (Pat Thomas, Did
ill-prepared to mount an insurrection and seize It! Jerry Rubin: An American Revolutionary).
power, performing a coup de grâce to civility but
It’s interesting that as many as 100,000 came
coming well shy of delivering a revolutionary to witness this wizardry (which comprised many fringe
punch. A few of its factions
radical groups, including
are surely “counting coup”
American neo-Nazis), and
in anticipation of another
between 30,000 and 50,000
performance, to lift a scoring
descended physically on the
ruse from native American
Pentagon. There were few
warrior lore. But there was
injuries, perhaps because
no evidence of a speechthis event was permitted.
ready leader or military
Sympathies for ending a
preparedness.
war with 20,000 casualties
The
late
Paul
to date had sufficiently infilKrassner would likely have
trated the higher echelons of
pegged this action a limping
power.
erection, the activists softening
These cultural rebels
their muscles amid stiffshocked and disrupted,
ening rhetoric and a petering
pranking their desire for a
police presence. And it’s the
redress of wrongs. They had
Yippies, their name derived
little interest in pragmatifrom the Youth International
cally reforming politics
Party, the organization he
from the inside or even
co-founded in the late 1960s
crafting manifestoes since
to protest the materialism and
they believed the system
violence of American life—
was hopelessly flawed,
especially with respect to
its obsession with materithe Vietnam War—that offer
alism and violence blinding
– John O’Kane
a useful frame of reference
most to sustainable humane
to understand this breakout.
concerns. Drop out but stay
They called themselves pranksters, a concept nurtured from finely tuned to the conditions that might kick-start a new
Ken Kesey’s Merry Pranksters from earlier in the decade, system!
road rebels trying to remain spiritual kin to the Beats
The Capitol event could be MAGA’s countercultural
while exposing new hypocritical attitudes and behaviors of moment, their version of Woodstock or Altamont (Jeffrey St.
everyday life. The Yippies amped up this effort, diagnosing Clair, “Roaming Charges,” CounterPunch, 1/15/2021). The
an even more diseased culture. They practiced a form of former event occurred in mid-August 1969 and the latter in
(gotcha) consciousness-raising, shocking the sleeper-masses early December of the same year, the two separated by some
into seeing the way things really are so they could begin to three months. Both were cultural festivals celebrating the
recognize their real interests.
music of the counterculture. But whereas Woodstock was
They were famous for invading the stock-trading mostly an unblemished upper, Altamont was a sure downer
arena on Wall Street and dropping piles of currency from that signaled the end of innocence as a bodyguard for the
the ledge onto the floor to witness traders frantically grab for Stones killed a patron on camera (actually, the innocence
the free bills, demoing the pathology of materialist acqui- associated with the Yippie cultural strategy ended with the
sition. At protests they would put flowers in the barrels of police crackdown at the Chicago Democratic Convention
the rifles of the National Guard troops, smile, and invite in August 1968, which resulted in much violence and even
them to drop their weapons and join them. Abbie Hoffman, deaths). The Capitol raid perhaps fused the tenor of both
a co-founder, tested a prank at the March on the Pentagon events, but the deaths make it a certain bummer even though
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No plan is needed

when differing
clusters converge on

a site for the purpose

of occupying it,
just being there

to bear witness
to their ability to

fill up a space
denied them . . .
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clarity on the causes has yet to fully surface.
It is tempting to read this raid as a festival for
the gathering of a motley array of cultural disruptors who
represent groups alienated in one way or another by the drift
of American society and are having difficulty fully grasping
why such an understanding obviously needed to begin
expressing what replacing power will entail. As a result,
some act out their frustrations in behaviors that resemble
those of the theatrically inclined Yippies, even resorting to
sartorial excesses. But their rebellious assaults don’t measure
up to the meaning and force of pranks. They display—on
their persons or on banners and placards and flags—snips
of slogans regurgitated ever since Trump sashayed into the
public consciousness, essentially mimicking their leader’s
limited conceptual range. They offer no articulation of
stories that could potentially be plotted into a larger narrative
that explains why they exist, why they are really at the
Capitol. Let’s see, the election was stolen and the country
will no longer be great so we’ll have to suffer through more
lockdowns for a pandemic that doesn’t exist!
There must be more behind this than the decline of
education that ensued with the budget-cutting mandates of
the neoliberal regime that succeeded the Yippie moment.
The imaginative references to pop culture at the
event perhaps provided a false sense of security that jived
with the laxity of policing. The skull-like design that adorns
the chest of Marvel’s comic book antihero the Punisher made
an appearance; it seemed harmless enough as a far-right
symbol, especially since it is sometimes used by police
officers for discreet signaling. Its vigilante identity will not
be lost among audiences, however, since the portrayal of
this character on film by Dolph Lundgren and other actionadventure icons justifies extreme violence when the cause is
right.
“Pepe the Frog” was visible, the green anthropomorphic amphibian with a humanoid body created by
Mark Furie in 2005 for the comic Boy’s Club. Originally a
neutral meme celebrating adolescent male antics, the ADL
(Anti-Defamation League) pronounced it a hate symbol
in September 2009 because of fledgling right groups that
were attaching it to their conversations. The bulk of current
usages remain neutral. But the link of Pepe to Kek conjures
sinister motives. This is an androgynous Egyptian deity of
darkness and chaos, often depicted as a frog or frog-headed
male. He rules the fictional country of Kekistan, symbolized
by green-and-white flags on display. While these images
are in our faces, the deeper meanings are the province of
an in-group only. But the apocalyptic connotations are not
likely lost on the insiders.
An impending apocalypse is also suggested by the
presence of emblems from the Zombie Outbreak Response
Team, a national organization with chapters in every state.
Their mission statement conjures a sense of impending
disaster tempered by support for family: “Our goal…is to
connect our states, cities, communities and their people, to
help and train people to survive in any situation. We can
offer self and home defense, community watch and natural
disaster response as well as wilderness, urban survival
and prepping. We also sponsor community events such as
Issue 79
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picnics, dinners, dances, parties, charity events and conduct
fund raisers to help others in need—and to survive”.
This could be copy for a group of countercultural
families from the 60s gesturing their different values. After
all, any alternative grouping commits to educating as many
as possible in the right way, fighting off the zombieness that
strikes such large numbers in this culture. The politicized
counterculturalism of the Weathermen comes to mind. It’s
just that instead of reading Mao or Marcuse in the interim
between events, these alt-righters are likely fixated on
watching the Quest channel to become guerilla-ready and
family-steady.
The militias, trained in military techniques, their
members including tens of thousands of present and
former law enforcement officials and military veterans, are
always ready to take charge of situations when government
fails—which they believe is inevitable. Their presence at
the Capitol was therefore no surprise and timely since the
policing authorities were an early no-show. They seemed
to fill a precarious void as a result. The Oath Keepers,
founded in 2009 in response to the Obama administration
and its policies, and the Three Percenters, founded in 2008,
were most prominent. They support the freedom of groups
to protest which they feel is especially hindered by the
overreach of the federal government. As their dates of origination might suggest, they sympathize with the ideals of the
Tea Party, especially its anti-fed fixation. They’ve played
a big part in the recent anti-lockdown and gun-ownership
actions. The Oath Keepers—pledged to defend the Constitution against enemies foreign and domestic—provided
“security” for communities and businesses during the
demonstrations against racial injustice during 2020.
The mere presence of these militias at the event
conjured the potential for chaos like the mere display of
these pop icons insinuated the imminence of apocalypse.
The presence of the Proud Boys and the Boogaloo Boys
reinforces these sentiments while focusing other issues,
including race. The Proud Boys, founded by Gavin McInnes
during the 2016 election, are a male-only group that supports
the superiority of Western culture and free speech for all.
They adamantly deny any connection to the racist “alt-right,”
insisting that they are simply a fraternal group spreading an
“anti-political correctness” and “anti-white guilt” agenda,
according to the Southern Poverty Law Center. They also
claim to oppose fascism, communism, and authoritarianism
and have gone to great lengths to disassociate themselves
from white supremacist ideology, despite some current and
former members holding such views. According to Matthew
Rosenberg, these kept a low profile at the Capitol event
(“Decoding the Far-Right Symbols at the Capitol Riot,”
New York Times, 1/13/2021).
The Boogaloo Boys are more recent, an antigovernment and anti-authority extremist movement
founded in 2019 according to the Anti-Defamation League.
They show up at protests and rallies pertaining to gun rights,
pandemic restrictions, and police related killings. Their antipolice beliefs prompted them to participate widely in the
Black Lives Matter protests following the killing of George
Floyd. Most members are not white supremacists, though
14

there are some in the movement. The term “boogaloo,”
however, is a slang reference to a future civil war, a casual
connotation of the potential mayhem we perhaps expect
to absorb when devouring our favorite action-adventure
heroics. That they dress in Hawaiian shirts drives home this
playfulness and likely contributes to a false sense of security
since some of them—and some of the Proud Boys—have
been arrested for violent acts.
The thousands of devoted Trump supporters on hand
wearing their MAGA hats and sporting Christian crosses,
some with children, perhaps tempered these potentially
explosive participants. Many of these were QAnon fans,
wearing shirts with the letter “Q” or “Save the Children” on
them. How could such a family affair become truly violent?
Apparently, many didn’t think it would, perhaps assuming
the security at the Capitol would let them frolic as if they
were participating in a cultural festival, gyrating to their
vision of perfection realized once the Electoral College
votes were changed—a world where sin and the exploitation
of children were fully removed and all responsible parties
were doing the max at some federal institution.
The fact that only six weapons were recovered
that day supports the expectation that the event would be
non-violent (AP, 1/6/2021). Fourteen officers were hurt
in skirmishes with the crowd. The question is whether the
deadly violence would’ve occurred if the Capitol had been
properly secured, preventing access, and weapons were
sufficiently screened. The officer’s death could have been
prevented, as could those of the three who had medical
emergencies. The death of Ashli Babbitt, whose story seems
to have been dropped into a black hole, remains a mystery.
She was the first to break through the door, so was she a
symbolic kill? Had she not been killed, would the remaining
violence have occurred? After all, the Justice Department
investigators have yet to find conclusive evidence that the
rioters intended to capture and kill any lawmakers (Information Clearing House, 1/18/2021).
No plan is needed when differing clusters converge
on a site for the purpose of occupying it, just being there
to bear witness to their ability to fill up a space denied
them, grabbing it with authority like MLK’s direct action
minions in a gesture that lets them share a vision about
being central to the country’s rebellious saviors (hence the
presence of the Gadsden flag, referencing the sentiments of
some American revolutionists for limited government). The
Capitol buildings are the physical locus of our government,
which helps explain part of the uproar at the events. The
raiders violated the sanctity of the people’s space, garnering
the view that their actions were an assault on democracy.
Structures, of course, don’t make a socio-political order—
only the rules of access to them and the actions of those who
legitimately occupy them, i.e. the elected representatives.
Perhaps the raiders felt excluded from the latter, the rules
and the people nominally hired to do their bidding through
the institution of participatory democracy. It’s not exactly
news that the gap between what our elected representatives
believe and act on and what we believe and want done has
remained quite wide for some time.
Occupy Wall Street mostly winged it as events trans-
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pired, though inviting participation from their members in a
democratic process. Here, no such concerns were registered
on the grounds or elsewhere. We expect more awareness
from budding revolutionists! We have a long history of
protest actions that register symbolic occupations of sites of
power (the above-mentioned March on the Pentagon being
one of the more prominent), instilling hope for a convergence of minds and a grasp of the facts to provide ballast
for some overriding theme or purpose. A rush of bodies
obstructing the process to certify the election and demanding
it be overturned was the crass goal of the event, but any
larger meaning was absent as was clarity about how these
different groups relate to each other. And the goal itself was
patently unachievable. They couldn’t force the counting to
stop permanently (and again, they were unequipped to grab
power). Its very existence was surely driven by the polling
snafus leading to election day: seeing mostly double-digit
deficits vanish that helped legitimize the concept of theft,
payback for accusations from Hillary and the Democrats in
2016 that Trump stole that election, and the cultish mistrust
of government that buttressed the groups.
But then protesters demand the impossible, knowing
that obstructions and occupations will be short-lived and
that the levitation of buildings will likely not work.
These raiders clumsily followed some script while
projecting patriotic passion but offered very little consistency
or depth. The drumbeat of anti-government comes from the
Tea Party most recently, these groups taking on the task of
barking outside the system what that movement couldn’t
accomplish inside. But the tea partiers were blind—as these
groups are—to how private power owns government, and

as a result pushed principles with little bearing on the real
world. The Oath Keepers heel to a Constitution that exists
only in the case law evolving over time, the freedoms they
claim to protect mere abstractions that have nothing to do
with the real world. The QAnoners see a conspiracy to
exploit children so vast that it would be impossible to plot.
Conspiracy as a concept vaporizes. Networks certainly exist
that enslave children, but are these folks overreacting to a
reasonable concern through the irrational, ultra-conservative
blowback from the sexual revolution?
Can a stew of easy answers and abstractions and
baseless accusations underwrite a credible patriotism and
guide masses of people who want change to produce real
solutions? Are these real patriots or merely giddy at their
presence among the like-minded and at having reached
a moment when questioning and the contextualizing of
information are no longer needed? Will the weaponizing
of this produce aimless destruction and provoke infinite
backlashes?
The media has identified this swatch as the “far
right,” but is it the B-Team or possibly only its practice
squad? Is it far right or just too far-out? A move further right
from the right should issue in a deepening and radicalization
of core right-wing ideas, comparable for example to how
the left-liberal idea of relative equality becomes something
closer to absolute equality for the far left. The move further
right here represents no coherent elaboration of the core,
only a collage of reactive tendencies, and demonstrates how
rationality gets lost to rapture when pushed to the edge. This
can’t be translated into a template for securing power and
therefore isn’t exportable as a legitimate political threat.

s?
questions or comment
Call us. Email us. DM us. We got you.
In a hurry? Text your order to 562-846-3137
denise@confidentialcoffee.com
137 W. 6th St., Long Beach, CA90802
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But in the post-raid universe the media and
especially the Democrats have been hyping the potential
for exactly this. Stanley McChrystal, retired army general
and an architect of the Mideast misadventures from nearly
two decades ago, claims we’re witnessing the “birthing of
a violent American insurgency” and finds an analogy to
the Iraq War: “I did see a similar dynamic in the evolution
of Al-Qaeda in Iraq, where a whole generation of angry
Arab youth with very poor prospects followed a powerful
leader who promised to take them back in time to a better
place, and he led them to embrace an ideology that justified
their violence. This is now happening in America.” (James
Kittfield, “Attack on Capitol Was the Beginning of an
American Insurgency,” yahoo/news, 1/16/2021). Suspicious
comments from one leader who was principally responsible for the policy miscalculation that brought ISIS into
being! Who is this powerful leader? What is the ideology?
Did McChrystal’s training in politics provide experimental
models for comparing apples and common figs?
There was a rally of pro-gun protesters on the 18th
in Richmond, Virginia, that was predicted to script McChrystal’s claims but it was mostly a no-show and peaceful. But
much of the media slighted these facts because they surely
deviate from the narrative (Matt Taibbi, “Meet the Censored:
Status Coup,” TK News, 1/26/2021).
Unfortunately, the inflation of “insurgency” claims
is leading to at least threats to curtail dissent and protest
gatherings from the Biden administration. This climate has
already issued in censorship of certain alternative media
outlets as Taibbi shows. McChrystal is a timely punditretrieval since it is starting to feel like a return to the Bush
years when the alert level on terrorism seemed to be raised
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at the mere mention of a rumored public complaint.
We need the opposite now, an expansion of
regulated protests that expand free speech, inviting a
diverse population to participate. Viable democracies
permit large numbers of concerned citizens to congregate
and express themselves, mitigating the potential for
violence. This doesn’t mean the abdication of policing.
Stricter control will help ensure that some members of
the policing authority will not be able to alter the course
of protests—the police in last summer’s riots in many
locations letting protesters destroy property, early on at
least, and the Capitol police doing the same in sympathy
with the protesters. (Anna North, “Police Bias explains the
Capitol Riot,” Vox, 1/12/2021)
Offer permits! They legitimize the process and
open the event, helping to create more watchdogs and
buffers against violence. Encourage debate. These can
bring a larger cross-section of far-right sympathizers to
the party, the diversity of input helping to modulate the
discourse or even clarify issues to combat misrecognition
and polarization, possibly banishing the extremists from
the mix. They could surely help get into their minds. Are
they overreacting to the perceived extremism of Black
Lives Matter and especially threats to their livelihood from
last year’s racial protests? What makes them so sure that
communists are everywhere and coming after them?
If they refuse to participate in the debates, their
currency will devalue. We can then watch them disperse
and hopefully upgrade their agenda with new insights.
John O’Kane’s recent book is Toward Election 2020: Cancel Culture,
Censorship and Class. A Venice Quintet is forthcoming in May.
Reprinted from CounterPunch.
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DON’T TOUCH
THAT DIAL!
(A FREETHINKING
DEMOCRATIC
SOCIALIST’S GUIDE
TO CONSERVATIVE
TALK RADIO)

it’s quite subjective. It has a tone of belonging to a certain
mentality. It’s certainly more objective than, say, MSNBC
or even CNN, both of which tend to report the news with
a gleeful—dare we say spiteful—spin of liberalism. I am
enriched and grateful for the thorough reporting from these
news outlets. However, I yearn for a simple reporting of the
news without Rachel’s smirk or Chris’s barely contained
eye rolls so I can make up my own mind about issues. No
wonder pundits on the Right argue that the mainstream
media leans to the left. It does. And, of course, Fox leans
right.
Network news seems a bit more centrist, and the
BBC World News is refreshing. They actually report plain
and simple American news—maybe they’re biased when
reporting British issues. But most people aren’t listening to
the BBC.
Most people are listening to biased news. They
seem to want to hear information that supports their
i s a
o b i n s worldview—like preaching to the converted. It’s fun.
There’s a comradery I feel when listening to my programs
y mom used listen to Rush Limbaugh on
while I sip my wine and cook dinner. Like I’m at a small
the radio all the time.
party with really smart people talking about the most
Not because she’s a Republican, but current issues. I find myself saying, “Yes! Yes! That’s so
be c a u s e s h e
interesting.”
likes to get mad. She liked to
AM talk radio has a
rail against him—it was her
similar tone of belonging.
daily entertainment. She also
And I’m curious about that
used to infiltrate Republican
club. I want to find out
fundraisers. She’d schmooze,
really why all those people
eat the food, and then tell
supported Trump. And I
people how wrong they were.
can spy on them to learn.
Amazingly, I too find myself
I must admit, I’m also in
tuning into AM conservative
a right-wing chat group.
talk radio sometimes these
I don’t even know how I
days. Not because I’m a
got in it but now that I’m
Republican, but because I
there, I want to know what
am so very curious about the
they’re saying. So I lurk in
mindset of nearly half the
the background, silently,
country and this is the easiest
though sometimes I’m
way to get a glimpse.
screaming to myself, “How
My interest in AM
can they be so stupid?”
talk radio is deeper than that
I like to hear both
though. I want to understand
sides of issues from really
what their psychology is.
smart people. My favorite
Why do they think the way
radio program over the
they do? What drives them? I
years has been KCRW’s
listen in an attempt to underLeft, Right & Center,
stand their logic.
which offers a “civilized
– Lisa Robins
I’m Lisa, and I’m a
yet provocative antidote to
radioholic. I generally have
the self-contained opinion
the radio on first thing in the morning while I make my coffee bubbles that dominate political debate.” However, AM talk
and whenever I’m cleaning my home, cooking a meal, or radio is far to the right of anyone I’ve ever heard on that
driving. I usually prefer KPCC or KCRW (NPR) or KPFK show.
(Pacifica) while in LA. Pacifica wears its progressive orienI envy people who have strong beliefs, people who
tation on its sleeve, whereas NPR at least tries to create know what’s right and wrong, what’s going to happen after
an appearance of impartiality. However, although NPR is you die, how to best learn, how to best run a country, etc.
supposedly our National Public Radio, it leans decidedly But I’m not convinced. The only thing I can be absolutely
to the left. I believe it’s supposed to be the objective truth, sure of is that things are complicated. They change. And
certainly a truth I often agree with, but one could argue that what society says is wrong now could have been right
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MONDAY
75 cent wings, $6 BBQ Bacon Burger or Chicken
Sandwich (add a side for $2.50), $3 touchdown shots,
$3 domestic pints.
TUESDAY
2 for 1 burgers. All day.
Entertainment With MIC Dangerously 1st Tuesday
of every month.
WEDNESDAY
1/2 (half) off Bottles of Wine Starting at 5PM.
Build your own grilled cheese for $9.95.
THIRSTY THURSDAY
$3 domestic pints, $8 domestic pitchers,
$14 import pitchers, $16 craft pitchers and
karaoke at 9pm. Build your own Mac and cheese
for $9.95.
FRIDAY
Happy hour buy one get one for a penny - well drinks
and draft pints. All you can eat fish and chips.
All day.
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
All you can eat pancakes 9am til 11am, $7 double
bloody Mary’s, $7 double screwdrivers, $5 Micheladas,
$3 touchdown shots til 5pm, $7 bottomless mimosas
with food purchase of $8.95 or more til 2pm.
$4 Irish Dunsmore whiskey all day every day!
Live entertainment on the weekends!
Showing all your favorite sports here!
Niner empire and LFC Long Beach Home.
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previously. But that’s another article.
One time I had a private conversation with a Dennis
Prager substitute host at his daughter’s birthday pool party.
He was so “right,” there was no room for discussion. My
only hope for any contribution to the conversation was to
comment on the fact that he was completely unwilling to
hear or consider a single thing I was saying, knowing I was
wrong before I even opened my mouth. That stopped him
for a moment.
I’ve had a similar experience with progressive
friends and colleagues. Nothing I say can compete with
their knowledge of what’s “correct,” so a potentially
complicated and interesting conversation is reduced to
either anger or just plain giving up. If so many people are
on either side of an issue, couldn’t we at least entertain
the idea that new insights might be gained by exploring
other’s thoughts and concerns? Whatever happened to civil
discourse?
In general, I believe, there are at least two sides
to any situation. Look at Rashomon—a story can change
greatly depending on what perspective you take. I wish that
people would acknowledge that each societal problem has
a variety of solutions. And if you want to get along and get
anything done, those viewpoints have to be respected at
best—or at least heard.
I recently attended a Zoom Passover seder. During
a discussion of the four types of children, it occurred to me
that we each have all of those archetypes within us: wise,
wicked, simple, and innocent. One or more take priority
in any given person, but it behooves us to pay attention to
each aspect to maintain balance. For example, a wise (super
smart) person might gain from the perspective of one who
doesn’t ask questions—just takes life as it is. A wicked (or
naughty/lazy) person can learn from the innocence of a
childlike perspective, and so on. They each have validity.
And nothing beats simple logic. Most of my
friends disagreed when I thought the mainstream press
should have countered the “Election Fraud Big Lie” with
more point-by-point explanations. In exasperation, they
almost unilaterally said, “More than fifty lawsuits were
thrown out! By conservative judges!” Yes, I know that
and I agree, but there are many, many, many people who
still believe the election was stolen. Even I can counter the
lawsuit argument—most of those cases were thrown out
on technicalities. In my opinion, each time you take apart
the election fraud lie point by point a new person might
hear and spread that truth. It sure beats just telling them
how stupid they are, how “wrong.” That’s not helping or
constructive. It’s not working.
Let’s look at left vs. right issues presented in the
media through a smaller and smaller lens—country, state,
city, neighborhood, school, family. Say your Uncle Mike
has beliefs you don’t agree with. Do you stop talking to
him? Many families do—or at least won’t talk about the
issue. But neither side can learn like that; each gets more
entrenched in their own beliefs. Sometimes listening to
right-wing radio is like listening to your crazy uncle. First
reaction is to scream, “No, that’s not right! You’re wrong.
I won’t listen.” But to not listen is disrespectful. It shows
20

a lack of relationship etiquette. It’s a political way of
thinking; it’s not the humanitarian way of thinking.
Wait. Let’s bring it down even further.
Say your spouse or lover or child disagrees with you
about something. Any good therapist worth her salt
would advise each to listen to the other’s ideas and
needs and include them, or at least consider them, in
assessing the situation.
Perhaps part of my aversion to the extremes is my
own family’s inability to listen to one another. My mother
and stepfather screamed at each other almost nightly, but
never seemed to have any real debate with actual content.
Name-calling and hyperbole are no way to resolve a
conflict. To come to any sort of rapprochement, both sides
need to listen.
If both sides would quit personal attacks and
cherry-picking information, more equitable solutions
could emerge. Every issue is like that: bits of the story are
told in a completely biased way to fit one’s worldview.
Sometimes people are closer than you’d think. Maybe
we don’t need to be enemies. We all want the same things
at our core—security, love, community, finding a way
to contribute. Personal rights are important to both.
However, the means to that end differ greatly. Both sides
seem to be stoking a fear that the other side will take
away what they want.
I don’t want to give the impression that I
personally believe the two sides are equivalent. I’ve
heard twisted truth and conspiracy theories while
infiltrating the opposite camp. I strongly feel our
economy won’t matter if our planet doesn’t survive and
that science does matter. I feel that some conservative
hosts are stoking underlying racism behind a veneer of
folksiness. They label coronavirus the “China virus,”
focus on building walls, and have disdain for the BLM
movement. This POV was epitomized by the caption of a
poster I saw in Deadwood, SD: “Drunk Wives Matter.”
The other night I heard an AM host asking, “Why are the
Republicans so slow to respond to ‘Sleepy Joe’ vs. their
rapid response to Obama?” (Tea Party, etc.) He, too,
brought it down to family dynamics, musing that Biden
was like the senile grandpa tripping up the stairs.
Trump is the energetic, opinionated uncle who says
what’s on his mind. Gee, I suppose in that scenario
Obama would be, what, the intruder?
And I don’t understand the conservative
opposition to the Green New Deal. If the hosts are
interested in selling their POV to any listeners that
don’t want to just swallow what they serve, they’d be
far more effective if they communicated their position
clearly (free enterprise vs. government edict) rather than
mocking windmills while Texas is freezing. The style gets
in the way of the content.
But I suppose that’s really why people tune
in. If they wanted straight, dry news, they’d read more.
The media is show business; it plays to its audience.
The most prevalent delivery colors of AM talk
hosts: dramatic, extreme, pushy, humorous, educated,
righteous, religious, gleeful, horrified, indignant, smug,
folksy, mostly older, white (but sometimes British
and even black), money-making, hard-working, down-
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seeking, emotional, resigned (what have you left
us with?), multicultural, gender non-conforming,
caring. AM seems mainly Christian. However, there are
Jewish hosts and AM has usurped many Jewish causes
while FM—led mainly by Jewish intellectuals—tends to
be critical of Israel.
This is the United States of America. We are a
family. People are growing further and further apart. Let’s
at least try to hear people out and follow their logic. Sure,
there are going to be some things that we’ll just need
to “agree to disagree” on, but at least let’s try to
understand.
It’s become a rite of passage for me when
I travel out of my blue city of LA into the red
countryside to say goodbye to my news programs and
hello to AM radio, the only stations I can receive
outside large cities. As I drive through miles and miles
of sparse landscape, I listen to what people in those
areas are listening to—country music, religion, money,
and good old spoutin’ off talk radio.
On my LA to Michigan to LA road
trip last summer, I got my fill. As I was driving back
into LA at 4 a.m. (don’t ask), I knew we were almost
home when I began to receive NPR. The tone of the
announcers was so noticeably different it made me
wonder: What if NPR got a reporter with a drawl?
What if AM had a shock jock with a New York accent?
Might the other side listen more?

On February 19, 2021, Rush Limbaugh, pioneer
of AM conservative talk radio, died. I recently asked my
ninety-three-year-old mom, “Do you miss listening?” With
a gleam in her eye she responded, “I miss getting mad at
him!”
A lifetime member of the Actors Studio, Lisa Robins has worked with
such inspirational directors, writers, and performers as Mark Rydell,
Paul Mazursky, Estelle Parsons, Lou Antonio, Martin Landau, Jenny
Sullivan, James Franco, and Johnny Depp. She is also a prominent
acting coach whose students have been featured on Broadway, in film,
and on television.
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LOOKING BEHIND
THE CURTAIN IN
LONG BEACH

community and ignore the low-income housing crisis of
California. From a purely personal standpoint, in terms of
our increasingly tribalized politics I should be in support
of Scott Wiener as he is openly gay and so am I. But that
is where the similarity ends. His representation of the
“progressive block” in San Francisco is actually a smarmy
betrayal of his constituents. San Francisco is highly dense
and has some of the highest rents in the state. His constito b e r t
o x uency wanted lower rents and that means the creation
of affordable housing which would lower comparative
rents in the region. Since the bills that Scott Weiner has
t is time to call out Scott Wiener for the ruthless introduced for the past five years are only about upscale
person he is. As senator, he has continued to put market-rate housing, there would be no lowering of rental
forward bill after bill with the purpose of destroying prices from the passage of such legislation. In fact, the
single family neighborhoods. What is most important result would be the developer gentrification of the Bay
for us to realize is that his push for density not only Area and the forced exodus of lower-income residents. Yet
excludes low-income and affordable housing—his bills he spins his web of lies as if he were “helping the poor.”
are all exclusively for upscale market-rate housing. One
Nothing could be further from the truth. Just like
must then form certain conclusions given the context of with Lena Gonzalez, we should examine his campaign
such legislation.
contributions. Amazingly, we find developers spending
Our own senator, Lena Gonzalez, is partnering major dollars with the expectation of forwarding their
on the latest iteration of
agenda, the gentrification
this market-rate density
of the communities of
movement. As co-sponsor of
California. If you are a
SB10, she knows this is all for
real estate developer, work
upscale development. When
in the real estate develconfronted by the specific
opment field, or if you
language of the bill, she
have invested in real estate
reverted to her memorized
development, REITS, etc.,
statements that these bills
you have cause to be very
were for affordable housing.
happy with Scott Wiener
When the Lakewood Village
and Lena Gonzalez. But if
Neighborhood Association
you are a simple worker and
actually pointed out the
you don’t have investments
specific language in the
in high-end real estate, then
bill to her in a recent Zoom
you may wish to take a hard
meeting, she refused to
look at these two and any
acknowledge the words of
other senator who backs
the bill and again repeated
their plans for the removal
the false claim that it was
of poor and working-class
about affordable housing.
people from the state.
Let us do a little
I guess the poor cost
historical reference at this
too much to maintain, and
point, as it will shed light
if they shift demographics
upon the actual purposes
there will be more money
– Robert Fox
and goals of both of these
in the state coffers, which
senators. During Lena
seems to be a continuing,
Gonzalez’s recent campaign for the senate, she accepted cynical theme of their legislative agendas. We already
one million dollars from the oil industry. She tried to hide have a loss of population from the cities of California
that fact and spread false statements as to the truth of those and from the state overall. I presume our senators want to
monies. This is recorded in several interviews, and news make sure that only the poor are taking buses out of the
reports. It would have been bad press, and it is counter state. If you believe in equity, equality, and equal distrito senator Gonzalez’s carefully crafted, self-assumed bution of housing stock, you could not possibly support
reputation of being an environmentalist. No wonder she either of these bills, SB9 or SB10. In the end these bills
has not sponsored any legislation that would impact the oil will only support the wealthier people of the state, and
industry. Once bought, you become a slave to those who Lord knows the developers who will be long gone to their
purchased you.
multi-million-dollar retirement homes before the s**t hits
As with all things, facts matter. Now we have two the fan. In the end, this is all about money. Unfortunately,
bills coming before the senate that help the development unless you are a developer, it is not about increasing
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BREACHING THE
CULTURAL DANCE
BARRIER

are known to have an attention span the size of a pea. The
little guy is engaged and immersed in a culture unfamiliar
to him—he understands what is happening on the stage.
This immersion is the best compliment to any dancemaker
of color who is striving to connect to his or her audience
through diversity and inclusion. This has always been the
challenge and the goal for me. I am different; this I know.
But how can I include others in spite of it?
own many hats as a dancer who self-produces.
u l c e
a p a d o c i a I am a I Philippine-American
choreographer trained in
both
Philippine
traditional
dance
and American modern
t is the summer of 2012. I am at the Hollywood Bowl
dance.
But
first
and
foremost,
I
am
an American storyannex with my Silayan Dance Company for the
teller.
Raised
in
a
dance
home,
my
mother from the
Summer Sounds series, a cultural journey of ethnic
homeland—a
teacher
by
profession
and
a civic leader—
music for children sponsored by the Los Angeles
founded
the
Silayan
Dance
Company.
She
invited Fil-Am
Philharmonic to bring diversity to the stage. Packed with
youth
to
come
to
our
Historic
Filipinotown
apartment and
young kids and their parents, the audience happily came to
began
teaching
them
their
native
culture
through
dance.
enjoy the show about Philippine culture as seen through a
She
believed
that
the
power
of
the
arts
can
educate
and
well-loved folktale.
transform;
unknowingly,
she
formed
one
of
Los
Angeles’s
Dressed in a beautiful, deep purple, heavily
sequined Singkil Princess gown—an inheritance sewn first Philippine-American arts organizations.
As a child, I was trained to perform on many of
by the artisan hands of my late mother—I play the
the city’s great stages. I
narrator who tells the story
did not have toys; I had the
of Juan Tamad in this fable
stage as my playground.
of gratitude. It comes to
During my formal dance
life onstage with a group
training, I found the beauty
of musicians playing the
of physical expression in
guitar, drums, and kulintang,
modern dance. Combining
an awesome ensemble of
this with my cultural
characters (including a
background,
I
have
group of dancers who move
created
an
award-winning
together in sinuous timing
we are held captive by its
repertoire of Philippineto represent the big hungry
American dance dramas
crocodile), and of course, the
for the concert stage. It’s
mandatory, long, larger than
not me, however, but the
life bamboo poles used as
and
the
truth
unfolding
before
story that is the star of my
gauntlets for the dancing.
show and the meat of my
Juan
Tamad
is
sandwich. The story drives
the mischievous boy in
me to create. It is the force
Philippine folklore who
to identity, tradition, history,
that takes precedence in the
always finds trouble. In
way I make dances. I do not
this episode, Juan finds a
move for movement’s sake.
crocodile tied to a tree. A
I create roles and characters
monkey saves Juan’s life
through movement using
from the terrible jaws of
powerful gestures, forms,
the beast and in return,
–
Dulce
Capadocia
and shapes. My dance
Juan plants bananas for his
theatre work is heavily
monkey friend. Onstage, I
based
on
visual
storytelling.
I
believe wholeheartedly in
proceed with my narration: “Well . . . Juan was startled.
the
story’s
power
to
entertain,
to evoke, to provoke, to
He had never seen a crocodile tied to a tree before. He had
question,
to
shock,
to
teach,
and
to move an audience—
never seen one so big up close. He had never heard one
sometimes
to
tears.
And
if
given
a
real chance, I believe in
crying either. The crocodile pleads, ‘If you free me little
its
power
to
heal
our
wounded
society
today.
boy, I will give you a golden boat.’ Juan unties the beast
Art
has
the
power
to
facilitate
this. It can shift
from the tree. The cunning crocodile continues, ‘I don’t
people’s
perceptions
of
the
world
and
provide a better
have the boat with me right now but if you jump on my
understanding
of
our
various
communities
through the lens
back, together we will get it down the river.’”
of
culture
and
the
current
events
of
the
time.
Participating
Just then, a tiny five-year-old voice shouts out
in
art
invites
this
exchange
between
creator
and
spectator.
in protest from the audience: “That’s a bad idea!” Big
As
creators
who
are
of
color,
we
hope
to
invite
dialogue
so
laughter fills the outdoor theatre. The audience is clearly
we
can
have
a
better
understanding
of
people
co-existing
having a great time. I am tickled because small children
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in our world. It helps us to understand, accept, and
respect others who look different, who speak in a different
language or with an accent and often move in a quieter,
perhaps more invisible way. I create my dance dramas for
the stage to bring light to my Asian-American background,
inviting my audience to partake in the important stories of
my culture inspired by legends and, often as not, by my
own life and experiences. By doing this, I allow people
to share in a culture that is different from their own. I am
intrigued by archetypal themes: love and betrayal, life and
death, displacement and belonging. I tell stories using the
inspiration of Philippine traditional art forms and marry
it with contemporary expression and American modern
dance to create original works that are multidisciplinary,
interdisciplinary, meaningful, and engaging.
I am aware that I am perhaps creating a new art
form in dance. There are only a few of us who are working
this way. I do not use the recognizable art forms of my
Western friends. I am not a jazz, tap, or ballet dancer. I do
not do hip hop. (Well, actually that’s not entirely the case.
The dance drama I created for San Francisco’s CounterPulse theater facility, Bihag—translation, “captive”—
presents a clashing of traditional storybook and modern
street elements based on a hip hop Tinikling.) My mentors
come from the lineage of Jose Limon, Martha Graham,
Alvin Ailey, Merce Cunningham, and Mary Wigman.
Respecting all the important information I have been
given, I use this rich training to create my own dance
vocabulary. I am not only a traditional dancer; I am not
just a modern dancer. I am an American artist who creates
important stories of the Philippine diaspora. This has been
my calling for decades since I returned to Philippine soil
as a young woman to witness tribal life in the villages of
my motherland. I have been creating and traveling on this
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isolated road for a very long time.
Diversity and inclusion are now discussed
as answers to today’s recent Asian hatred in America
triggered by the worldwide corona virus pandemic. This
country has been home for nearly fifty years. For decades,
Filipinos have been the largest Asian minority living in
Los Angeles, yet we are the most underrepresented. We
do not have a cultural center of our own to ground us in
a sense of home. The Asian community is known for its
discipline, quiet servitude, and for following rules. Often,
this leads to our dismissal and omission. Just recently, an
elderly Asian woman was assaulted in public while people
looked on and did nothing. During the beating, the attacker
told the victim, “You don’t belong here.” Belonging to
something or someone is an innate need in every human
being. Whether it be to people we love, the work that we
do, or the communities we function in, this feeling of
being a part of something larger than ourselves makes us
feel valuable.
My work often leaves me with a nagging feeling
of ungroundedness, of not belonging to any community, of
not being accepted, of not being recognized. Throughout
my professional career, I’ve understood what it feels like
to be overlooked, dismissed, disrespected, made to feel
unimportant, and made to feel as if I do not belong. In
addition, I have been labeled by my white colleagues as
a non-Western choreographer and by my own community
as an American modern dancer. But I am both and have
always been. To label me as a non-Western dancer makes
me question how my work is perceived. I may look
different but I am just as American as the next person.
Despite these challenges, I defend my position as
an art creator and continue on. I see color as a bridge that
connects. I see purpose in the work I do. Art is a communicator of the human spirit; through its presentation,
we are held captive by its undeniable beauty and the
truth unfolding before us as we bear witness to identity,
tradition, history, politics, and the societal issues of the
time. Often dismissed, artists are important first responders
to crises and world events. We are important, socially
conscious storytellers. Nowhere can this be better than
in the Ground Zero Museum at the 9/11 Memorial in New
York City. Many New York visual artists lived around the
site of the World Trade Center and tragically witnessed
firsthand the diabolic assassination of thousands. From
their apartment homes, artists watched crowds narrowly
escape an impending slow and painful death by fire. Others
jumped out of buildings before the Towers collapsed.
Through trauma and shock, artists moved by what they
witnessed heroically documented this horror. Powerful,
tragic stories of the day were made and shared through
their art. A filmmaker created a video of her firefighter
father who had come home from Ground Zero. We are
privileged to observe the act of her careful and loving
washing of his soot-covered uniform in the bathroom sink,
knowing she was also washing away the ashes and debris
of the dead in her father’s clothing. One painter who lived
across the street from the Towers used ashes accumulated
in his apartment to paint a living eulogy. A spirit on canvas
Issue 79
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is lifted to the bright skies of heaven escaping the flames
below on Earth—a testament to the many lives lost. The
power of art transcends cultural barriers and brings to
the table our grief, our shared experience, our humanity,
and our wish to heal from a story that is sometimes too
traumatic to retell. These works are testaments to the
power of survival by those who live to courageously tell
the tale through their creations.
As I reflect on the situation of our world in this
day and age of Asian hatred, racism, and the corona
pandemic, I am reminded of the road I have chosen to
take and share with my fellow artists who carve their own
paths alongside mine. Artists are often seen by others in
our society as irresponsible, dramatic, and careless. The
works of artists, especially artists of color, are most often
unsupported, underrepresented, or ignored. What many do
not know is that we are empathetic, caring, and creative
individuals who care deeply about the state of the world
as we march in solidarity and protest against the murders
of Black lives and the oppressed. We are active nonconformists. We think on our feet and we problem solve. We
have no limits because we think outside of the box and can
see truths before they are given legs and arms. We are on a
mission to save the world with our songs, paintings, music,
words, stories, and dances as armor. We help to remind
others to connect to their souls and their hearts through
idealism, truth, and beauty and their transformative power
to heal.
Give us a voice. Stop dismissing our work.
Support our creative programs. Do not defund us or throw
us to the curb only to watch our talent waste away. See
our worth. More than ever before, give us a place in this
American society which has been our home for countless
years. Give us a home and we will transform this city’s
failing neighborhoods. Give us the chance to share our
colorful lives and stories through our art so we can make
important contributions to the world we live in and make
a remarkable difference in the lives of many. We matter.
We belong here and our voice, just like everyone’s, carries
with it common themes of adversity, triumph and, yes,
gratitude.

Mon-Sat 9 to 6, Sunday 10 to 3

562.438.7246

3425 E. Broadway, Long Beach, CA 90803

Expires 7/31/2021
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THE SILVER
LININGS OF
2020

launch pad in a Tesla. Now that’s style!
Then there were the amazing advances in another
palindromic phenomenon, the genome editing technology
known as CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short
Palindromic Repeats), which makes it possible to delete
sequences of DNA that produce negative consequences—
such as sickle cell anemia—and replace them with new,
sequences.
ohn
yde
a r n a r d more favorable
However, there are those who fain concern based
alindromically speaking, 2020 has me scratching on superstitious beliefs and creeds that castigate science
my head asking, “Oh, who was it I saw? Oh, and the scientist. Their claim is that we are meddling in the
who?” We have been through it; it has been sacred functions of life. This gives us pause as we seek to
through us. A year of isolation and disruption address such concerns.
of our daily lives that was stretched, drawn, and twisted
The fact of the matter is that, since we first stood
into an anxiety pretzel. And, on top of that porridge of up, changing and re-arranging the birth canal which altered
dismal expectations, we had a lunatic political year where how we as a society nurture newborns, humans have been
grown people were seduced by the internet into believing; meddling with the sanctity of life. I have no doubt that,
that the government was
many eons ago when we sat
run by pedophiles who
around in the dark, someone
traffic children out of pizza
who witnessed the first
parlors, the wildfires in
person stand up and become
California were set by Israeli
bipedal and prehensile must
lasers from outer space, the
have been shocked and
drinking of bleach was a
shouted, “What are you
preventative measure against
doing! Sit down!”
COVID, lizard people as
Of course, with this
“Freemasons” were thwarted
upstart’s newfound bipedal
by the Nashville bomber,
and prehensile abilities,
whose middle name begins
the reply may have been to
with “Q,” and an election
walk over to the rock pile,
was rigged by the use of
pick up the nearest rock, and
voting machines that were
commence to bash in the
controlled by Venezuela
naysayer’s brains. The fact
via Nicaragua and either
of the matter is that we ate
Putin the puppet master or
from the tree of knowledge
the Ukrainians against a
and we have been gorging
loud bully of a streetwise
on it ever since. Thank
con artist from Queens,
God we still have a huge
New York, who didn’t want
appetite.
to panic us, the citizenry,
Keep in mind that
against the lethal threat
when (not if) we come
– John Hyde Barnard
of a pandemic that came
out of the cloud of the
along and killed over five
pandemic, it will be attribhundred thousand of us and
utable to science and the community coming together to
put millions out of work as it exposed a crippled health expedite the dispersal of the new vaccines that negate the
care system that had been under attack over the last four impact of COVID-19. And then? Merrily we’ll roll along.
years, while being accused of perpetrating race-baiting It is our nature, our DNA, our curious, unquenchable
by enabling subversive elements amongst us with aid and thirst to know, to see and to touch creation, disassemble,
comfort and casting aspersion on those who protested for re-arrange, re-create, stumble, get up and try again, until…
equal justice for all under the law.
Until we reach the end? Well, consider pi, denoted
Other than that, the year seemed to slip by by the Greek symbol π. The COVID lockdowns began at or
uneventfully.
around pi day, March 14. Coincidence? Only if you spend
Now what?
an inordinate amount of time visiting certain sites online.
There are moments above the fray of petty vindic- Regardless, the number 3.14 (22 divided by 7) defines our
tiveness. The nation witnessed the group at JPL and NASA ability to compute the circumference and area of a circle.
accomplish the remarkable landing of the Perseverance The point being, a circle has no beginning and no end; it
rover on Mars. That alone almost made up for the year is infinite, and up to now so is pi. As of this writing, pi has
passed. More importantly, it was a brilliant, reassuring been calculated to the twenty-second trillionth digit and
light at the end of a long, dark tunnel that drew us to the still counting. An unfathomable concept to try and wrap
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one’s head around. If pi does come to an end, then what?
What will be there? I’m guessing it will be the beginning.
However, chances are we won’t recognize it because we
were looking for the end.
As the Greek philosopher Heraclitus once said,
“The only constant in life is change.”
Just when I was getting used to the lockdown—
mask wearing, six-feet apart, lava su manos—it is nearly
over. Some will write books, others will put it to music,
and there will be plays and movies. But they won’t be
bestsellers, chart toppers, Oscar contenders, or Broadway
mainstays. No, they’ll just be the glance-at and head nod
of “Oh yeah, that was something.”
Americans are short on reflection. Looking back
can be filled with regrets and longing. It is best left to
music and the arts. If they “speak to us,” they will do
so to inspire us to continue on, to plow ahead with care,
honesty, and above all, love.
As crazy as it all is and will be, I love life and all
of us, everyone. We are still standing.
John Hyde Barnard is an L.A.-based writer, historian, and musician. His
short story “The Lot” was a recent winner of the Jerry Jazz Musician
Short Fiction Contest.
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CAPOEIRA AND
THE CLASH OF
FAITH AND
SECULARISM, MEN
AND WOMEN
IN ISRAEL

practitioners, which is causing
and the veracity of the story remain
Orthodox Jewish capoeristas to
shrouded in the mists of time.
contend with a direct challenge to
Not until 1940 did female
the strictures of their faith and
practitioners of the art begin to make
secular practioners to address what
their presence fully known. Among
many would view as a form of
the pioneering women of that time
religiously sanctioned prejudice.
were Satanas, Calça Rala, Maria para
Here, Israeli capoeira
o Bonde, and Nega Didi.
teacher Alon Yudelevich discusses
Over the years, many teachers
the history of this ongoing
have struggled to improve the standing
lon
u d e l e v i c h development, the collision of gender of females in the capoeira circle.
and religious factionalism it’s
Today, while men still predominate,
Introduction by Managing Editor
engendered, and how—as the
there are groups in which the majority
Dan Marcus:
founder of the first formal training
of the members are women. In
Capoeira is a martial art that academy for capoeira in Jerusalem
addition, there are quite a few female
is well-established in various parts of —his grasp of the situation has
masters in Brazil and throughout the
the world and gaining popularity in
evolved in the process of confronting world, including several in Israel.
the United States. It comprises a
It’s unfortunate
unique subculture that incorporates
that in making these
music, song, dance, and
strides, some female
group participation in
capoeiristas have
its practice. The art
felt it necessary to
originated in Brazil
compromise their
approximately five
uniqueness. To survive
hundred years ago,
in the predominantly
created by slaves from
male world of capoeira,
Africa and presented
they imitate men’s
primarily as a form of
movements and
dance. This permitted
their game becomes
the practitioners,
excessively aggressive.
known a capoeiristas,
This runs counter to one
to deceive their masters
of the art’s foundational
through every hour in every corner
into regarding this
principles. While
formidable means of
emulating others is fine
combat as something
up to a point, every
relatively innocuous and
capoeirista is expected
non-threatening.
– Alon Yudelevich
to take inspiration
A deeper, more personal
from a broad range
objective of capoeira is to create a
of approaches and meld them into
blend of spiritual and physical
the challenge and promise the art
something new and unique. When a
energy known as axé (pronounced
presents for navigating the shifting
capoeirista mimics another’s game
“ah-she”).
streams of Israeli society.
and has yet to develop an authentic
In recent decades, Israel has
Yudelevich’s observations
individual style, it is very noticeable.
become a leading global center for
contain lessons for any culture where
That being said, many
capoeira, where the art has achieved
the stabilizing traditions and rituals
female capoeiristas have succeeded in
great popularity among disparate
of the past come into conflict with the developing their own authentic style,
segments of the population—Jews
onrush of social progress.
proving every day that capoeira has
and Arabs, religious and secular.
a feminine side. And let it not be said
Due to its unique qualities of dance
riginally, capoeira
that its purveyors aren’t as tough as
and fight, openness and strategic
developed as a male,
men; in fact, the opposite is true. In
deception, it challenges long-held
even macho art form.
my twenty years of involvement in the
perceptions and creates a fascinating
Early references to female game, the most dangerous capoeiristas
social laboratory for human
capoeiristas are part of an oral
I’ve encountered have been female.
engagement and understanding.
tradition that is sketchy at best. One
Women in capoeira have gone
This aspect of the art is underscored
example dating back to the nineteenth through a beautiful and impressive
by the fact that a match is sometimes
century is Maria Doze Homens (Maria process. It seems more fitting than
referred to as a "dialogue."
Twelve Men), who is said to have
ever that when capoeiristas of either
Capoeira is also attracting
knocked out twelve men in a street
sex speak of capoeira as an entity, they
an increasing number of female
fight. However, her precise identity
typically refer to it in the feminine.
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With that in mind, the classes at my
school in Jerusalem are for the most
part not separated by gender. To do
so, I feel, would not only weaken the
communal fabric but would also be
unfair to the extraordinary women
who have advanced the art over the
past eight decades through their blood
and their sweat.

Every year I receive an increasing
number of requests from men asking
to train separately from women per
the strictures of Orthodox Judaism. It
is no secret that Jerusalem is growing
more and more Orthodox, causing
many secular young people to leave
the city, generally to relocate in the
Tel Aviv area. In this environment,
it would be a logical step for me
to accede to the requests and open
separate groups for men and women,
thereby expanding my school’s
potential enrollment.
The problem is that I am
unable to make peace with such an
idea. As we’ve seen, capoeira is a
communal art. I keep reminding my
students that we’re a family, and
if some members of the family are
unable to be around other members
of the family, we have the perfect
setup for a dysfunctional family. As
a Jerusalemite business owner, I am
well-aware of the divisions that exists
in the city, but as a capoeirista my goal
is to build a community that represents
the entire range of Jerusalem’s social
and gender spectrum based on the
notion that only through dialogue will
we be able to accept, understand, and
even love each other. If I were to give
in to certain business considerations,
it would mean that I’ve let the divisive
tendencies influence me instead of
myself becoming an influence.
In one of many conversations
about the Jerusalem situation I was
asked why I am unwilling to respect
the beliefs of a significant portion
of the city’s inhabitants who wish
to learn capoeira. Why do I deny
them the possibility of attending my
classes? I responded that I am not
denying them anything; they are very
welcome to attend classes along with
anyone else without regard to gender
or religion.
Six months after I wrote
36

the above, I had a conversation with
one of my ultra-Orthodox advanced
students, a talented young man whom
I was hoping to one day train as an
instructor. He told me there was a
good chance he would need to quit
capoeira in the near future. Although
he’d been able to train up to now in
a mixed group—unbeknownst to his
Orthodox friends and family—it was
inevitable that soon he would find a
match and marry and no longer be
able to hide his secret life.
It’s not easy to lose a gifted
student, especially when it involves
a longstanding relationship. Usually,
all a teacher can do is develop a
thick skin and recognize that such
disappointment is an integral part of
the profession. People, oddly enough,
are free to act as they please.
Still, I was not ready to give
up on this student so easily, so as
a preventive measure I suggested
we open a male-only group at my
studio, which he would lead. True,
the decision went against the grain
of my principles, but I preferred to
keep the student as part of my school
rather than lose him entirely. We
began an advertising campaign in
the ultra-Orthodox community, and
a few months later the men’s group
launched. I visited every two months
or so to see how it was going. What I
discovered was a group of charming,
courteous capoeiristas-in-training
with a thirst for knowledge. As time
passed and I got to know them better,
I tried to integrate them into the events
and rodas of my mixed group, but it
was all in vain. With a demeanor that
was calm but resolute, they politely
declined my entreaties and invitations.
The men’s group at the studio
is still small, but what if it grows? Will
I then have two separate schools that
can never come together in the same
studio? Will I need to hold separate
rodas and separate cord ceremonies?
Separate social gatherings? And how
will the students in the mixed group
feel about this? Some of my secular
students have already made kidding
remarks in the vein of “Will we ever
get to meet your other family?”
Then the penny dropped and I
realized that what I was going through
was a social micro-experiment of the

kind Jerusalem lives through every
hour in every corner of the city. True,
most of my ultra-Orthodox students
do not mix with the secular group.
Both are aware of my position on the
issue, and know that I respect theirs
even if it differs drastically from mine.
They also know that all my classes
are open to them, and a few do make
appearances at the mixed sessions.
As for those who do not, though they
train separately they do so in a space
that is secular and not segregated most
of the time. They practice an art rooted
in a foreign tradition and culture.
They come to a mixed neighborhood.
While permitting a separate class in
my school means going out of my
personal comfort zone, the above
conditions represent a compromise for
them as well. As I’ve come to view it,
we are both making steps, however
small, in the right direction, finding
common ground and emphasizing
what we share and not what makes us
different in a city long divided.
My school includes students
who are Jewish, Arab, secular,
religious, Orthodox, male, female,
those losing their faith, those returning
to their faith, leftist, rightist, and
settlers. Outside its walls these people
would, in the best case scenario, never
speak to each other and in the worst
case scenario be driven to violence
by hatred and prejudice. But while
training, the students treat each other
with decency and friendship. We meet
in and out of class and maintain a true
sense of family, though sadly some
must conceal from their own families
the fact that they share a gym with
people of different denominations,
religions, beliefs, and genders.
The rifts in Jerusalem society
are sometimes reflected in rifts within
its individual inhabitants. Among
my students are young people torn
between the religious and the secular
world, between what is expected of
them in their communities and their
own personal desires. There are young
men from ultra-Orthodox circles who
come to train with secular people,
some of them women. This departure
from their daily routine can lead to a
sense that life must be divided, with
one part lived in secret. There are
yeshiva boys who carry two phones—

one “kosher” and the other meant
for watching capoeira videos. Some
of my Arab students have to pass
through the Qalandiya checkpoint
just to get to class, and they train
alongside religious students from
settlements in Judea, Samaria, and
Binyamin. They share a studio, enter
the rodas together, and in the process
gain respect and appreciation for each
other.
Capoeira was invented by
Africans taken to Brazil from a broad
array of regions and tribes, not a
few of which were at war with each
other. From its founding, therefore,
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the art has constituted an amalgam of
different cultures. If not for its core
principle of tolerance and cooperation,
it would not have been able to
survive. Having spent its formative
years underground, it is an art of
concealment—concealing the fight
within the dance and the intention
within the dialogue. In light of the
above, it seems eminently reasonable
that disparate streams of Jerusalem’s
society manage to come together
in a capoeira circle, merging their
individual powers to create axé—and
that the event must sometimes occur
in secret.
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AMERICA DODGES
A BULLET
(AND LEARNS
NOTHING)

sharing their wealth, as their religious
“beliefs” suggest they do. Oh, they’ll
donate to their corrupt pastors and
phony politicians, but the poor? Not
a penny!
The new excuse, for those
who insist they’re not “selfish,”
andy
c
n i g h t not “un-American,” and certainly
not “a racist,” is a philosophy I
Soooo...that was a close one.
call “phony libertarianism,” whose
merica nearly became a best-known proponent is “Ayn Rand
fascist state. Now before Paul.” Anti-vaxxers and Klansmen
you beg to differ, I’ll grant alike now find this a handy handle.
you that we don’t know “I’m a libertarian!” they’ll say, and
how Trump 2.0 would
have played out. But
I’d suggest it wouldn’t
have been an experiment
in inclusion and unity.
Antifa wouldn’t have to
exist were there no threat
of “fa.”
A few more
votes—or a few more
Russian tricks—and we
would have found out.
Those of us who stayed
after
the
revolution
would have found out,
anyway. The smart ones
would have secured
housing somewhere safe,
like Tierra del Fuego, for
the duration. In the days
leading up to the election,
Facebook was full of ads
suggesting the best ways
to move abroad or obtain
dual citizenship.
The
Capitol
– Sandy McKnight
incursion of January 6
was too little, too late
for Donald and his lame
ducks. But it did serve as
a taste of what was likely to come. that’s why the government shouldn’t
There are a lot of sore losers out help anyone. “I’m a libertarian!”
they’ll insist, when suggesting our
there. With guns.
The thing no one seems to be schools shouldn’t be regulated, our
talking about is how the Trump era police should stay out of our lives,
revealed how many Americans have and no laws should force us to be
no belief in, well, America. They part of society. But these same
don’t believe “all men are created so-called libertarians want you to
equal” or any of that inconvenient blindly obey the police if you’re
stuff our forefathers wrote about. black, not have abortions if you’re
They don’t like immigrants coming a woman, and not take away their
here making the country work better Medicare or Social Security, not to
and smarter like their own parents mention the maintenance of their
and grandparents came here and did. God-given freeways. They don’t see
They’re not big fans of the irony, or even know what irony
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In the days

is. Libertarianism, for them, is the
liberty to tell us what we should and
shouldn’t be able to be free to do.
Some don’t even want to legalize
marijuana, not to mention all other
drugs. Libertarians? I think not.
On January 6, the crowd
was filled with anarchists, white
supremacists, QAnon conspiracists,
and gun nuts all posing as
liberationists and libertarians (and
not liberals or libtards). They wanted
to hang the vice president, whom
they voted for a few weeks earlier.
Not a loyal bunch,
these “patriots.”
These are the
people who almost took
charge of America. That
shining city on the hill
(so named by the man
whose airport many
arrived in, hours before
their
“spontaneous
action”). Many were
cops,
ex-soldiers,
and
self-proclaimed
Christians. They don’t
believe in America
and want to make it
into something else,
something they don’t
really understand or
agree about, or even
care about necessarily.
Something, anything
but what we’ve got. A
government of, by, and
for the people should
perish from the earth,
say the people who are
fooled all of the time.
They’re dying.
Literally...and inside. They believe in
a time that never was. They don’t like
their lives. They don’t like you. They
think they’re the real America. We’ll
see...they may end up in charge of
this country, but it won’t be America
they’re in charge of. Maybe it will be
called “Trumpmerica.” He likes to
put his name on things, right?

leading up to
the election,

Facebook was full

of ads suggesting
the best ways to move

abroad or obtain
dual citizenship.
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Sandy McKnight is a Brooklyn-born
songwriter, musician, and producer. His recent
memoir, Kid69, recounts his experiences
as a young rebel coming of age during the
turbulent final year of the 1960s.

Beauty by the Beach Salon
Elizabeth Harrison Ramos
Salon owner - Hairstylist
Hairdresser
wanted for booth
rental in neighborhood
salon!

562.254.1214
2234 East Broadway, Long Beach, CA 90803
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WORM

joy. In her, in possession, attacking
her tilth, he, Worm, violated Earth.
av i d
i l l e r He, Worm, ravaged Earth. Worm
would have his way with her and
irst rains woke Earth. First take what he wanted. He went where
rains woke, too, the worm. her textures and smells took him.
Water filled his bed. His And food! Yesss, feeding on food,
head was filled with dew. great heaps of luscious her through
His segments stiff and sore, he his maw, a river of Earth flowing
shivered in a cold slurry of mud. through him all the way down.
But now he was hungry and now
Yet, unwittingly, as he ate . . .
he must feed. He stretched to shake he tilled.
off sleep. He achingly twisted like
He tirelessly tilled, aerating
a dying snake. Then he wedged her, making her friable and enriching
his narrow prostomium
between her crumbs and
clods. Anchoring his front
bristles, he contracted
fat to bring up his rear.
Next he anchored his hind
bristles and, stretching
thin, pushed forward
in waves. So he went,
contracting fat, stretching
thin and thinner still
he pushed through her
gumbos of clay, her
rotted leaves, and probed
hungrily for food.
He felt feisty
now, slithering in her silty
loams and sands and wads
of undigested peat—
feeling her textures on his
rawness, his veins pulsing
purple and swollen in
her damps. Probing and
pushing through her
pungent black manures
where fungi feasted,
molds and yeasts, and
– By David Miller
swallowing it all with
relish. And
winding
between her roots and
pebbles and clods, past shivering her with castings far more nutritious
nymphs and curled-up larvae and the than the most luscious topsoil. Earth
shed elytra of beetles, he ate his way went all soft and crumbly where
through her, through soggy pots of he passed—perfect for holding air
mud, and broke up her brittle clays, and water in marvelous mixture.
and made a space around her roots Wondrously rubbed by Worm from
for air but didn’t care. Capriciously within and happy for the penetration,
he wandered, looking for delicious she, Earth, put forth flowers, gladly
food. Between her root hairs was leaf and in abundance.
mold and bug spume to protrude into,
Earth knows not the ravaging
and surprising hollows between her intent of dark, tunneling Worm. Nor
larger clods. A hidden watercourse does she care. Does Worm use her?
washed and refreshed him. Best of Good. Does Worm take advantage?
all were pungent mats of sour decay. Help yourself. Does Worm do what
They corrupted him with a wild he wants for his own greedy pleasure?
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Yay! Does Worm protrude into her?
Does Worm dig long, twisty tunnels
inside her? Ohmygosh, don’t stop!
What Earth knows is how to
give. Simply give. Nothing behind
the giving. Only give and give more
with abandon. And not only flowers
and herbs, the spices of life. She
gives the meat and potatoes too!
Oils and fats seeped from her pores.
Colostrum burbled up from her
nipples like hidden springs. Warm
gushes of cream flowed like a huge
tureen of chowder with chunks
of boiled potatoes
floating in it and
more on the way. She
could feel her tubers
swelling. She could
feel their rough brown
skins. There was a
potato patch in her
ears as mother always
said. And fingerlings
inside her and Idaho
russets too, big lumpy
ones,
and
yellow
Finns, and Bintjes in
plowed furrows for
miles. Good root food
it was. Good eating
for everyone. Tiny
red-skinned
taters
melted in her mouth,
oh my, and taters
tossed with olive oil
and chopped mizuna
and mustardy greens.
An herb garden, she,
a living mandala of
circles in circles of
chervil and chives.
New tastes from an
endless palette, a
creative explosion of things she had
to try. Mmm, how about summer
squash with crumbled tarragon. Or
how about some fresh spinach with
minced garlic and a pinch of freshly
grated nutmeg. Why, she could
make her own homemade chutney,
for heaven’s sake. She would call it
Nan’s Mango Shocker.
She almost leapt up. A
kitchen! A kitchen! My horse for a
kitchen!
It came to her in a vision:
Spears of asparagus with orange
rind! Why not? Who says not? Sauté

Earth doesn’t
take. Earth

gives gives gives.
It is I, Worm, who takes.

It is Worm who

humps through Earth
and feeds. It is Worm

who ravages Earth and

has his way.
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garlic in butter, add grated orange
peel, then coat the asparagus and
sprinkle pepper and top it with, mm,
dilly tomatoes!
She
cooked,
furiously
cooked, like a mound of compost
cooks while decomposing, even
as Worm’s greedy maw trawled in
her hot heap. Gorging on her, his
segments engorged with blood, he
lengthened and slid and humped
along. She lay spread beneath his
hunger as he pillaged and plundered
and ravaged her. And still she cooked
and furiously cooked, coming up
with ever new and amazing tasty
treats for his eating pleasure.
Her ancient question had
been answered at last. How to
surrender without surrendering?
How to give without giving in?
Easy! Just give give give . . .
She, Earth, gave. She
chopped and whisked and seared. She
delumped and peeled and poached.
She basted and stirred even as her
chef’s hat tumbled away in the wind
and the hot heap of her, composting,
settled flatter and flatter. Knives of
iris leaves stabbed up through her.
Bushy potato greens with clusters
of pale blue flowers sprawled across
her breasts. Morning glories tangled
in her eyes, their tendrils twining and
thickening in her brain. Oh, gather ye
mugwort for dreams. Gather sweet
woodruff for May wine. Sprinkle
lemon thyme on goddam everything!
And nasturtiums and walnuts and
apples are food, you bet, solid food!
There’s all kinds of taters like dry
bakers and moist, waxy boilers.
Oh my, there’s roasted taters with
Vidalia onions and mustard-glazed
baby carrots and wild rice with
morels and yams and pecans.
Worm, disturbed, paused in
his feeding and contracted fat. He
warily pulled in his head, suspicious
of the sudden, audacious taste of
her—hot and sweet and lip-licking
good. He smirked and sneered and
became leery of this unblushing orgy
of giving. This attack of nurturing!
Oh, she tricks you, Worm, be careful.
She seduces you, yes, that’s her
game. Earth never fights back. Earth
only gives gives gives, and slowly
fills you up until you are hers.
44

Lost in his licking and eating
and wanting more and more, he’d
gotten full of earth and smelled
earthy himself.
He panicked and tried to
pull out. Too late! She grabbed him,
pulled him to her fiercely, and drew
him in. He could feel her throbbing,
shuddering, and mounding up in low,
rolling waves. Earth was moving
on him for pleasure. Her pleasure.
Gasping and grasping and taking.
Taking?
Impossible. Earth doesn’t
take. Earth gives gives gives. It is
I, Worm, who takes. It is Worm who
humps through Earth and feeds. It is
Worm who ravages Earth and has his
way.
Then what to make of
these gases rising from her fissure?
She smelled of grape must and
dank morels and burning bogs of
sphagnum. All about, on every
side, Earth mounded in low, rolling
waves and then a great shiver ran
through her. The Earth beneath him
convulsed and buckled and sobbed.
Into its midst, a huge slab peeled off,
plummeted down, and Worm fell
screaming in the general collapse.
Carried along by the
raging, rubble-strewn mud, Worm
struggled to keep his head above the
confusion, but there was something
terrible there. He sensed the worst,
most awful thing, just downstream.
A big shot of adrenalin rammed
into his horror-locked brain and he
shrieked in terror of being eaten,
himself eaten, devoured by the
hungry she-worm waiting at the
river’s fall. The colossal Nanworm
was starving to suck him down. Her
cavernous maw was opening to take
him. Her prostomium curled back
like fleshy lips smacking with greed.
He squirmed helplessly, trying to
hide in the pyroclastic flow, but the
churning torrent bore him down and
down—and took him straight into
her ravening chomp.
It was dark inside.
In the pulsing and pushing of
her muscular throat, slimy secretions
coated him, the better to squeeze
him through. He slid wiggling and
screaming past her vesicles, then
past her five beating hearts, and

continued down and down into her
crop.
Everything slowed there.
A gently pool. A chalky, calcium
solution. A nice bath to welcome
Worm. A holding place while
enzymes and bacteria took the fight
out of him.
And then, all too soon for
beaten-down Worm, the unruly
current hustled him down to her
gizzard. It was the worst stretch of
the river, called the Meatgrinder
Rapids. It rained hard in there, a
drenching downpour of digestive
pepsins. Tossed and buffeted, pelted
and stoned, he, Mighty Worm,
couldn’t dodge the chaos of pitching
rock or the abrasiveness of gritty
sand. Bashed by boulders, struck by
bobbing logs, shoved through souse
holes, flung over drops, he tried
to scream but had no air. He went
scraping under thunderous sheets of
rock-strewn mud. Sick with terror in
the blackness, he felt the segments
being ripped from his body. He felt
himself gnashed, chewed by her
gizzard, and ground into bits.
Then was Worm sent rolling
on his last and longest journey,
down and down her long intestine,
particles of wormflesh pushed along
by her contractions. Down and down
and firmly urged and ratcheted down
the one-way narrowing to nothing.
Consumed.
Absorbed.
Exploring that certain stately
peace that comes with dissolution.
A deposit of wormdung in
Earth. That’s all he was now, a gray
winding trail of castings in Earth. And
how lovely, after all, how peaceful
at the end of things. To be without
striving or desire. To be nothing but
roughage, rejected, dumped. To be
turned out and left in the dirt. To be
the dry husk of nothing and no one.
Tell me, O thou whom my
soul loveth, where thou feedeth, that
I may lie there and wait and be fed
upon.
Terrence lay limp, as in a
pieta, stretched across the lap of
Nan. Her head fell forward and her
hair spread across his face.
The more Worm swills of
earth, the more Worm tills the earth
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and fills the earth with flowers.
He lay perfectly still, his
ancient questions answered at last.
He saw it all now, as though he were
there at the origin of the universe.
He saw how the two primary forces,
GIVE and TAKE, were then a single
force, fused in a hot, dense unity. And
how, in the expansion that followed,
the two forces cooled, condensed,
and came apart as separate forces—

GIVE, TAKE, flying apart in space
and time. And how, after the creative
expression of the universe for
billions of years, as stardust became
Earth and Earth nurtured life, and
life, after more billions of years,
became a swirling maelstrom of
sexual beings—how the two primary
forces, GIVE and TAKE, swirled
down its funnel and again became
One in the body of the lover.

O, thou hungry Nanworm,
the more greedily you lick your lips
and do exactly what you want with
me to please yourself, the greater is
your giving.

David Miller lives in Central Oregon
where his pursuits include classic guitar,
writing fiction, and leading nature walks for
conservation groups.
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